YOUNG ASSOCIATION
act for change

ONE CAN
SUPPORT ONE
CHILD
Adopt a child’s
education,
save a child

ABOUT US
SKMIE Service (Young Association) is an organization of
college students which works for the overall betterment of
underprivileged kids. It is neither funded by Government nor
by any other organization. It works with the motive “Act for
Change”. It was started on 11 September, 2010. Mr. Krishan
Keshri and Mrs. Poonam Keshri were planning to start
something for these kids. But due to their busy schedule, they
were not able to do something for those kids. Then their son,
Mr. Ayush Keshri saw the condition of our nation, researched
about the problems of India and came to a conclusion that all
the problems can be curbed by just one thing and that is
Education. So apart from being a college student, he took this
initiative in MassCo Media. Then it shifted to Maharaja
Agrasen College under the leadership of Mr. Ayush Keshri.
After which, it was spreaded in many colleges of DU, and then
in different universities of Delhi and at present, it is working
in five States of India.
Almost all the members of Young Association are college
students, so at their level they can only contribute by sharing
knowledge. They don’t earn so they can’t help the
underprivileged financially. Knowledge is the best donation
one can donate in his/her life.
“We cannot seek achievement for ourselves and forget
about progress and prosperity for our community. Our
ambitions must be broad enough to include the aspirations
and needs of others, for their sakes and for our own.”
– Cesar Chavez

One Can Support One Child
OCSOC is an initiative taken by Young Association to provide
stationery to underpriviledged children in Bihar.
Why was this campaign started?
The idea behind this campaign is simple;
“ To provide the needful to the needy”.
There are more than 10 lakh children in Bihar who are eager to
study but because of low income parents and low economic
households they are not able to provide their kids with proper
education. These children regularly attend schools but do not have
basic necessities required for proper education.
Children with unstable home are particularly in need of strong,
positive and caring adults, which is what the OCSOC campaign is
trying to achieve. The guidance of donors along the way can
change their lives signifiantly.
These kids are disadvantaged even before their birth, their lives
revolve around stressful and unstable environment which
gradually affect their cognitive development.
Today more than ever, education remains the key to escaping
poverty, while poverty remains the biggest obstacle to education.
These kids have tremendous potential to succeed, with right
combination of education and interventions we can cater these
kids every need and help them get education.
These young minds should be given all that it takes to feed their
lives with the seed of education.

Your donation goes to...
Hello donor! We are fulfulling our commitment as promised. From
the month of July till November 2016, we have provided the students
with stationery which includes notebooks, pencils and erasers and
books every month.
The money that you gave for the magazine was utilised to provide
books and other stationery requirements to 90 students.
Along with this, on the occasion of children’s day this year, we gave
painting books and writing notebooks to students. We realised that
a lot of donors would not be able to get a copy of our published
magazine because they resided in different states, which is why we
decided to utlise the money in this manner.
We have adopted 40 students from a school in Bihar. And bought
kids for all these kids.
And also bought 50 writing books, 50 painting books and 50 sets of
stationery for all the other kids.
We have catered the students with three tuition teachers who help
children in school for their overall development and to also help
them better understand concepts.
These teachers work with other faculties of the school to provide an
atmosphere of interactive learning.
Apart from this, we are also working for the developement of the
infrastructure of the school.
We have provided the school with fans, and carpets for students
along with other items like footballs and games like ludo etc.
We request you to visit our facebook page for updates, and recent
pictures of events being organised by us.
We are also planning towards creating an interactive classroom
with certain art and craft work and paintings complimented with
complete makeover of the classrooms walls.

Children’s Day celebration at Dallupura Slum

Newspaper Cuttings

Jayanthi Iyengar
A commerce graduate with specialization in
Computer (software engineer). Jayanthi, has a keen
interest for the sustainability of the environment
specially biodiversity.
She founded India Tourism eCatalog, and has
worked in the tourism industry for the last 11 years
in close conjunction with state government
tourism boards. www.indiatourismecatalog.com
She also has a passion for spreading value-based
ethical living and conducted several workshops.
She founded a social organisation,
www.eternalenergy.in which is basically doing
workshops (value based and ethical living), and
also directly works for animal causes.
She is also on the panel with several NGOs,
member of various organisations, mainly social
welfare organisations.

Tuition teachers assigned for the students in Bihar.

These students will give tuition, three
days in a week for one and half hour to
students(who cannot afford tution)of N P
School, Kanu Tola, Simri Bakhtiyar Pur,
Saharsa, Bihar( School run by Bihar
Government).

The entire SKMIE Service Family is thankful of
Jayanthi Iyengar ma’am for supporting our
initiative to provide scholarship to bright
students.
She is paying tuition fee of all three students
which is 1800 per month.
Your support has started to bring a change in
the students.
These three bright students have made a
difference. All the children of Kanu Tola , Simri
Bakhtiyar Pur, who were unable to read, can
now perform applications like addition
subtraction and paragraph reading.

Thank you
We thank all the supporters of OCSOC
camapaign and everyone who have been a
part of YA family.

Contact Us:
www.facebook.com/YoungAssociation
@youngassociation001
@arcyoungassoci1
Email ID: youngassociation09@gmail.com
Website: skmiesservice.wordpress.com
Our Youtube channel: www.youtube.com/ayushkeshri

Online forms for volunteers available at our facebook page
To get an insight of our shows Jazbaat and Let’s express,
you can visit our youtube channel.

